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Chapter 1

Before Breakfast

Fern’s lives on a farm.

A pig named Wilbur lives on the farm.

Fern’s father wanted to kill Wilbur. Wilbur was too small.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Fern fed Wilbur.

Wilbur grew and grew.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 2

Wilbur was too big for Fern's farm. Fern moved Wilbur to another farm. It was Mr. Zuckerman and Mrs. Zuckerman's farm.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte's Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 3

Escape

Goose told Wilbur he could leave the farm.

Wilbur left through a hole in the fence.

Wilbur was scared and hungry.

Mr. Zuckerman found Wilbur and return him to the farm.

Wilbur was happy.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 4

Loneliness

Wilbur asked a lamb to play.

The lamb said no.
Wilbur talked with a rat named Templeton.

Templeton didn’t want to play.

Templeton wanted to eat. Wilbur was sad.

Wilbur heard something.
Chapter 5

Charlotte

Wilbur heard a voice.

The voice said SALUTATIONS which is Hello.

Wilbur saw a spider talking. It was Charlotte.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
Chapter 6

It is summer.

The geese laid eggs.

The eggs are hatching.

Fern and her brother, Avery, have no school.
Templeton wanted to eat a rotten egg.

The goose said Templeton could eat the egg.

Templeton could not take the little geese.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 7

Bad News

Wilbur hears he is going to be killed at Christmas.

Fern will help Wilbur.

Fern says Wilbur will be okay.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
Chapter 8

Fern tells her mother about the animals.

Fern says the animals talk.

Fern's mother is worried.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 9

Wilbur Boasts

Wilbur tried to spin a web.

Wilbur tied a string to his tail.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
Wilbur climbed up high.

Wilbur jumped and went THUMP.

No web.
Chapter 10

An Explosion

Avery found Charlotte.

Avery wanted to hurt Charlotte.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Avery fell on the rotten egg.

It smelled so bad Avery left.

Charlotte was ok.
Chapter 11

Charlotte wrote SOME PIG in her web.

People were surprised and happy.

People visited the farm to see the web.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 12

Charlotte said the animals need a meeting.

The animals talked about what Charlotte could write next in her web.
Chapter 13

Charlotte wrote a different word in her web.

Charlotte wrote TERRIFIC.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
Templeton looked for another word.

Templeton found the word RADIANT.

Wilbur did a RADIANT flip.

Wilbur was happy.
Chapter 14

Dr. Dorian

Fern's mother is worried about Fern.

Fern's mother went to Dr. Dorian.

Dr. Dorian thinks animals could talk.

Children could hear sounds that adults don't hear.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte's Web*, by E.B. White.
Chapter 15

The Crickets

It is late summer.

Wilbur is going to The State Fair.

Charlotte is hungry and ate crickets.

Charlotte needs to lay eggs.
Chapter 16

The State Fair

Mr. Zuckerman and Mrs. Zuckerman cleaned Wilbur.

Wilbur looks good and clean.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte's Web*, by E.B. White.

Fern's Dad talked about bacon.

Bacon is a pig.

Wilbur fainted.

Fern's Dad poured water on Wilbur.

Wilbur woke up.
Chapter 17

A Pig named UNCLE

The State Fair has an award for the biggest pig.

Wilbur hears about a pig named UNCLE at The State Fair.

Uncle is bigger than Wilbur.

Wilbur is worried. Wilbur wants the award.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 18

The Cool Evening

Templeton finds another word for Charlotte's web.

The word is HUMBLE.

Charlotte begins to make her egg sac.

Wilbur tells Charlotte she is HUMBLE.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 19

The Egg Sac

Charlotte makes an egg sac with 514 eggs in it.

UNCLE wins the Blue Ribbon Award at The State Fair.

Wilbur gets a special prize.
Chapter 20

The Hour of Triumph

Wilbur gets a medal and is happy.

Charlotte is the most happy.

Charlotte knows Wilbur will not be killed.

Wilbur is a special pig.

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
Chapter 21

Last Day

Wilbur learned that Charlotte is sick.

Wilbur tried to help Charlotte but Charlotte died.

Wilbur saved Charlotte's egg sac.

Templeton climbed up and got the egg sac.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte’s Web, by E.B. White.
Chapter 22

A Warm Wind

Wilbur sees Charlotte's eggs hatch.

The spiders floated away in the warm wind.

Adapted from the original text, Charlotte's Web, by E.B. White.
Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.
The End

Adapted from the original text, *Charlotte’s Web*, by E.B. White.